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Unreleased games 
A look at Bound High! & Dragon Hopper 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



Cover art taken from Planet Virtual Boy, which I assume the artwork is there for anyone to use, 

but still, I thought I’d better mention it. 

 

Homebrew efforts 
Since the Virtual Boy was released with less than 3 dozen games, some only in the US and some 

only in Japan, dedicated people with enough spare time on their hands decided to make some 

tools to help make homebrew games. Here are just some of the tools out there to help you if you 

decide to make yourself a homebrew game. (and if you do, contact us!) 

 

VIDE 
What this handy program does is turns any jpeg or bitmap picture into code that the Virtual Boy 

understands. 

 

FLASH BOY 
A flash cart for the Virtual Boy? It’s true! Richard Hutchinson has been busy creating Flash 

Boys, as they’re called, for a few years now. These don’t come cheap; as they set you back $100 

US. This is a great tool for homebrew developers, as it gives you a chance to see firsthand what 

your unfinished game looks like in a real Virtual Boy. 

 

GCCVB 
You’ve got your code, you’ve got all the pictures, but your code isn’t readable for the Virtual 

Boy! You can fix this by running it through this amazing program which turns your code into 

readable Virtual Boy files (these end with the suffix .vb) to play and test out. 
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SO you’re probably thinking, “Well, yeah, all that’s nice, but really, how many homebrew 

Virtual Boy games are there? And are they any good?” While it’s true that there honestly aren’t 

very many, what is out there looks very good. 

 

THE BLOX SERIES 
Fellow VB’er Christian Radke (who also heads Planet Virtual Boy) brings the classic Japanese 

box-moving game Sokoban to the Virtual Boy with awesome results. Blox 2 is just as good as 

any of the released Virtual Boy games, even having codes and stuff. Blox 2 is an impressive 16-

Megabit cart, whose size rivals such games as Nester’s Funky Bowling and Waterworld.  

  
Move those boxes!     Hmm, this level looks familiar… 

(images courtesy Planet Virtual Boy) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In “VB Racing” not only do you race, you also get a cool-looking girl in the passenger seat! 

 

Apart from that, other wonderful homebrew games exist, such as Captain Sevilla II, VB Racing 

and Hunter. And, there are games being worked on as you’re reading this, one of which is called 

Insect Combat (shameless plug!)  
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UNRELEASED GAMES 
Nintendo was planning to relaunch the Virtual Boy in the summer of 

1996, but, at the last minute, decided not to. And apparently it seemed 

that Nintendo was serious about it at the time, as both Bound High! as 

well as Dragon Hopper appeared in Nintendo Power’s coming soon list 

as late as early Summer of 1996. Fortunately, while Nintendo didn’t 

release these games, we could have a look at what could have been with 

these games and screenshots. 
 

 
Dragon Hopper was going to be released on August 26, 1996 until Nintendo decided to pull the 

plug on the Virtual Boy’s comeback. 
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Bound High! was going to be released on the same day as Dragon Hopper, but it too was 

cancelled. Fortunately, the game was apparently finished and the ROM to the game has been 

found and dumped for all to enjoy. 

 

INSECT COMBAT 
This article takes us into the 

development of a Virtual Boy game 

being developed right now! “Insect 

Combat” as it’s called, is a fighting 

game akin to Street Fighter, but 

instead, all the fighters are bugs! 

Eight bugs will duke it out to see 

who the best fighter in the Insecta 

class is. The game puts a funny spin 

on the fighting genre with such 

combatants as Gi-Ant and Behe-

Moth. While the game was first 

announced a few years ago, little development was done on it, but the game was picked up and 

now it’s being developed full-time now. Insect Combat is being developed by Christendo 

(formerly Aegis Games). The game should be completed this time next year. 
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YOU’RE probably thinking “What is this Planet Virtual Boy that he keeps mentioning?” 

Well, it is a website devoted only to the Virtual Boy. This site has it all, from information on 

every single game to a development wiki for homebrew games.  

 
You can find Planet Virtual Boy on the internet at http://www.planetvb.com where I spend some 

of my internet time logged in as “VirtualChris”.  

 

“Magazine of Virtual Boy” is published quarterly by Chris Read. This is issue 1. Issue 2 will 
come out in December, shortly before Christmas.  

 

My email address is atari2600land@yahoo.com  
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